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DISCLAIMER 
The contents of this report reflect the views of the 
author and do not necessarily reflect the official 
views of the Iowa Department of Transportation. 
This report does not constitute any standard, 
specification or regulation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Discarded tires have become a major disposal problem. Since these tires do present many 
environmental problems, a way to recycle them became vitally important. Iowa started 
researching the use of discarded tires as CRM used in ACC in 1991. Since that time, eight 
projects have been completed. Six of these projects used CRM in ACC using a wet process. 
This process requires the use of a reactor-blender in which the ACC and CRM are combined 
in the reactor, at which time the blending and reaction occurs. The liquid is then put into the 
mix. Two of the projects, including the project this report is pertaining to, have been 
completed using a dry process. With this process, the CRM is put into the drum in dry form 
with the baghouse fines. 
Seventeen test sections were placed on this project. Some sections contained 1 % CRM while 
others contained only 1/2 % CRM. There were also some conventional sections. Also, 
different depths were used on this project. Sections of the overlay varied from 2" to 8" 
thick. 
OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this research project is to evaluate the use of CRM in ACC by the dry 
process. 
CONTRACTOR 
The contractor on this project was Carlson Construction Company of Decorah, Iowa. 
1 
PROJECT WCA TION 
The project was located on US 63 in Howard County from IA 9 north to the Minnesota state 
line. It was a total of 9.93 miles in length. The locations and descriptions of the test 




















113+78 - 134+75 
204+00 - 224+00 
235+75 - 258+00 
258+00 - 281 +00 
316+25 - 331 +00 
347+50 - 385+00 
402+50 - 416+25 
419+50 - 431 +50 
437 +00 - 455 +00 
455+00 - 469+00 
469+00 - 482+00 
482+00 - 519+00 
519+00 - 529+00 
529+00 - 536+00 
591 +50 - 608+25 
608+25 - 626+80 
633+82 - 663+64 
PRECONSTRUCTION SURVEY 
DESCRIPTION 
6" ARC (20 lb CRM/Ton 
6" Conventional ACC 
4" ARC (10 lb CRM/Ton) 
4" ARC (20 lb CRM/Ton) 
4" Conventional ACC 
4" Conventional ACC 
4" Conventional ACC 
4" ARC (10 lb CRM/Ton) 
8" Conventional ACC 
6" Conventional ACC 
4" Conventional ACC 
6" ARC (10 lb CRM/Ton) 
8" ARC (20 lb CRM/Ton) 
6" ARC (20 lb CRM/Ton) 
4" ARC (10 lb CRM/Ton) 
2" Conventional ACC 
4" ARC (20 lb CRM/Ton) 
The existing pavement was a 10" portland cement concrete (PCC) pavement built in 1931. It 
was widened to 24' in 1972 and overlaid with ACC the same year. The 1990 traffic volume 
was 2245 vehicles per day with 26% trucks. 
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A photolog was completed on the project before construction began. The Road Rater was 
ran on the project prior to construction and again after completion of the project. The Road 
Rater results are shown in Appendix C. 
The existing pavement prior to construction did show moderate signs of distress and wear. 
MATERIALS 
The CRM used for the majority of the project was a GF60A rubber from Rouse Rubber 
Industries. The rubber was delivered in bulk and stored in a silo at the project site. An 
AC5 grade asphalt cement was used with the CRM and AC 10 with the conventional mixes. 
The aggregates used were a 3/ 4" clean from Dotzler Quarry, a natural sand from Carlson 
Materials Soverein Pit, and an AgLime washed from Dotzler Quarry. The recycled asphalt 
produce (RAP) used on the project was milled from the project. 
PLANT OPERATION 
The mixes for this project were produced in a single drum mixer. This was the first time in 
Iowa a single drum plant was used to produce a CRM mix using the dry process. 
A deflector shield was placed at the location where the baghouse fines and CRM entered the 
drum as a precaution that the CRM didn't come into contact with the the flame. This did not 
happen. Carlson personnel were also concerned that the CRM may enter the baghouse, but 
this did not appear to happen. 
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The problem that the contractor did have with the CRM was the plugging of the hose. As 
stated earlier, the CRM was piped to the baghouse fines, the fines then entered the hose and 
the CRM and baghouse fines were then blown into the drum. This was too much for the 
hose to handle and it would plug and blow open. They reversed the hoses and had the 
baghouse fines enter the hose first and then the CRM would enter second and then they 
would be blown into the drum. This didn't seem to help either. Carlson's representative 
said that if they used CRM again, two hoses should be used so the CRM and baghouse fines 
could be added separately or the CRM should be augured into the drum. 
The rest of the plant operation went well. 
PAVING OPERATION 
The paving operation seemed to go well. The various thicknesses did cause some extra 
work. They had a few problems with segregation. 
The contractor requested the use of a rubber tire roller on the CRM sections. In the past, a 
rubber tire roller had not functioned well on CRM asphalt. The mix would cling to the 
rubber tires. When Carlson's tired it on this project, they had no problems and were able to 
use the rubber tire roller on the entire project. 
4 
CONSTRUCTION ~TING 
The normal QMA and materials testing was done on this project. Lab results are in 
Appendix B. 
The Iowa DOT Materials Research Department took samples for penetration and viscosity 
testing. These results are in Appendix B. 
Road Rater testing was performed prior to and after construction. Road Rater and friction 
testing will be done for the next five years. The test results are in Appendix C. 
COST COMPARISON 
A drawback of using CRM in asphalt mixes has been the cost. It has been as high as 169 % 
more than the conventional mix in one of Iowa's projects. The more tonnage used in a 
project and the use of the dry process has lowered the cost, but it is still higher than the 
conventional mix. In this project, the CRM ACC was approximately 26% higher than the 
conventional mix. 
EVALUATION 
This project will be evaluated for five years. 
Road Rater and friction testing will be performed annually. There will be rut depth checks 
and a crack survey completed annually also. 
5 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions have been made so far. 
1. CRM and conventional asphalt seem to perform the same during construction. 
2. CRM can be successfully added to a mix with the use of a single drum mixer by the dry 
process. 
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THE STANDARD SPECil'ICATIONS, SERIES OF 1992, ARE AMENDED BY THE FOLLOWING 
MODil'ICATIONS. THESE ARE SPECIAL PROVISIONS, WHICH SHALL PREVAIL O~ THOSE 
PUBLISHED IN THE STANDARD SPECil'ICATIONS. 
1127.01 DESCRIPTION. 
This work consists of furnishing and placing asphalt cement concrete with 
Crumb Rubber Modifier (CRH) in accordance with these Special Provisions, the 
contract documents, and the Iowa DOT Standard Specifications. 
The Contractor has the option of incorporating CRH into asphalt cement 
concrete mixes either by using a wet process or a dry process. The wet 
process involves mixing asphalt cement and a CRM blend with the specified 
aggregate to create the mixture. The dry process involves incorporating the 
CRM as a dry ingredient into a mixture of asphalt cement and specified 
aggregate to create the concrete mixture. 
The work of furnishing and placing asphalt cement concrete with CRH is shmm 
in the contract documents as an alternate grouping of bid items. The bidder 
shall bid on either the wet process group of bid items or the dry process 
group of bid items. The bidder shall bid only on one alternate, and the award 
will be based on that bid. 
1127.02 MINERAL AGGREGATE FOR THE ASPHALT RUBBER CEMENT CONCRETE MIXES. 
Mineral aggregate shall meet the requirements of Article 2303.02, Paragraph B, 
of the Standard Specification for the type of mixes specified in the contract 
documents. 
1127.03 CRUMB RUBBER MODIFIER. 
A. General. 
The Crumb Rubber Modifier (CRH) shall be ground vulcanized rubber produced 







substantially free from contaminants including fabric, metal, mineral, and 
the non-rubber substances. The CRM shall be sufficiently dry to be free 
flowing and not produce foaming when added to asphalt cement. Up to 4 
percent by weight of talc or other appropriate blocking agent may be added 
to CRI~ to reduce agglomeration of the CRH. 
B. Physical Requirements. 
1. CRH Gradations 
The gradation of CRM incorporated into asphalt cement concrete mixes 
shall be tested in accordance with ASTM C-136 using a 50 gram sample. 
a) CRM Gradation for the Wet Process. 
The CRH incorporated in asphalt cement concrete mixes using the wet 










b) CRH Gradations for the Dry Process. 
The CRl{ incorporated in asphalt cement concrete mixes using the dry 












The fiber content of the CRM shall be less than 0.3 percent by weight. 
3. Moisture Content. 
The moisture content of the CRM shall be less than 0.75 percent by 
weight. The CRM shall be stored so it is protected from precipitation 
or contamination. 
4. Mineral Contaminants. 
The mineral contaminant amount of the CRI-1 shall not be greater than O. 25 




5. Metal Contaminants. 
The CRM shall not contain visible metal particles as indicated by 
thorough stirring of a 50 gram sample with a magnet. 
B. Packaging. 
The CRM may be supplied either by bulk or packaged. If supplied in bulk, 
the CRM shall be supplied in moisture resistant containers. If the CRH is 
packaged in bags, they shall be moisture resistant and the maximum 
allowable tolerance per bag shall be plus or minus 2 pounds for bags 
weighing 100 pounds or less. 
c. Labeling. 
Each container ·or bag of CRM shall be labeled with the manufacturer 
designation of the size and type of CRH, the net weight of CRM, and the 
manufacturer lot designation. Palletized units shall contain a label which 
indicates the manufacturer and production lot number designations, rubber 
type, and net i:)allet weight. 
D. Certification. 
The supplier shall ship certificates of compliance with the CRM, which 
certify that all requirements of these specifications are complied with for 
each production lot number of shipment. 
The Contractor shall submit to the Engineer the invoice for the CRM. This 
invoice shall show the amount of CRM delivered to the project. 
1127.04 ASPHALT CEMENT CONCRETE MIXES WITH CRUMB RUBBER MODIFIER 
A. Asphalt Cement Concrete Mixes with CRH by the Wet Process. 
1. General 
The Contractor shall use the following provisions to produce asphalt 
cement concrete with CRM by the wet process. 
2. Asphalt Rubber Cement. 
The Contractor shall uniformly blend compatible paving grade asphalt 
cement, CRM and extender oil, if required, to produce asphalt rubber 
cement. The asphalt cement used in the blend shall be grade AC-5 unless 
otherwise recommended by the CRM supplier and approved by the Engineer. 
The Contractor shall add CRM at the rate specified in the contract 
documents. 







Apparent Viscosity, 347°F, Spindle 3, 12 RPM 
cps (ASTM 02669 Brookfield} 
Penetration, 77° F, 100 g, 5 sec.: 1/10 mm 
(ASTM D5} 
Penetration, 39.2° F, 200 g, 60 sec.: 1/10 mm 
Softening Point: ° F, (ASTM 036} 
Resilience, 77° F,: % (ASTM 03407} 
Ductility, 39.2° F: 1 cpm: cm (ASTM 0113} 
TFOT Residue, (ASTM D1754} Penetration 
Retention, 39.2° F,: % 




















An asphalt extender oil may be added, if necessary, to meet the above 
requirements for asphalt rubber cement. Extender oil shall be a 
resinous, high flash point, aromatic hydrocarbon meeting the following 
test requirements: 
Viscosity, SSU, at 100° F (ASTM D88} 
Flash Point, COC, °F (ASTM D92) 
Molecular Analysis (ASTM D 2007): 
Asphaltenes, Wt. % 





3. Equipment for Blending and Producing Asphalt Rubber Cement. 
Unless otherwise authorized by the Engineer, all equipment utilized in 
production and proportioning of the asphalt rubber cement shall be 
described as follows: 
a} An asphalt heating tank with a hot oil heat transfer system or 
retort heating system capable of heating asphalt cement to the 
necessary temperature for blending with the CRM. 
b) An asphalt rubber cement mechanical blender with a two stage 
continuous mixing process capable of producing a homogeneous 
mixture of asphalt cement and CRM in accordance with the ACC mix 
design. This unit shall be equipped with a CRM feed system that 
will not interrupt the continuity of the blending process when 
supplying the asphalt cement feed system. A separate asphalt 
cement feed pump and finished product pump are required. This 
unit shall have both an asphalt cement totalizing meter calibrated 







c) An asphalt rubber cement storage tank equipped with a heating 
system to maintain the proper temperature for pumping and for 
adding the asphalt rubber cement to the aggregate with an internal 
mixing unit, if necessary, for maintaining a uniform mixture 
within the storage vessel. 
d) An asphalt rubber cement supply system equipped with a pump and 
metering device capable of adding the asphalt rubber cement by 
volume to the aggregate at the percentage required by the job-mix 
formula. The interlock of the asphalt rubber cement and aggregate 
feed system as specified in Article 2001.22 of the Standard 
Specification will be required, unless otherwise approved by the 
Engineer. 
4. Asphalt Rubber Cement Blending, Reaction, and Transfer Requirements. 
a) Asphalt Cement Temperature. 
The temperature of the asphalt cement shall be between 300 degrees 
and 425 degrees F at the addition of the CRH. 
b) Blending and Reacting. 
The asphalt cement and CRH-shall be combined and mixed together in a 
blender unit, pumped into the agitated storage tank, and then allowed 
to react for a sufficient time to meet the property requirements in 
Part A(2) of this section. 
c) Transfer. 
The reacted asphalt rubber cement shall be metered into the mixing 
chamber of the hot mix plant at the percentage required by the job 
mix formula. 
d) Delays. 
When a delay occurs in asphalt rubber cement use after its full 
reaction, the asphalt rubber cement shall be allowed to cool. The 
asphalt rubber cement shall be reheated slowly just prior to use to a 
temperature as recommended by the CRH supplier. It shall also be 
thoroughly mixed before pumping and metering into the hot mix plant 
for combination with the aggregate. The viscosity of the asphalt 
rubber cement shall be checked by the Contractor. .If the viscosity 
is out of the range specified in Part A(2) of this section, the 
asphalt rubber cement shall be adjusted by the addition of either the 
asphalt cement or CRH as required to produce a material with the 
appropriate viscosity. 
5. Mixing of Asphalt Cement Concrete with CRH by the Wet Process. 
The Contractor shctll mix the asphalt rubber cement with the specified 
mineral ci.ggregate to produce asphalt cement concrete with CRN by the wet 
12 
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process in accordance with Section 2303 of the Standard Specifications 
and this section of these special provisions. 
B. Production of Asphalt Cement Concrete with Crumb rubber Modifier by the 
Dry Process. 
1. General 
The Contractor shall use the following provisions for producing asphalt 
cement concrete with CRM by the dry process. 
2. Production Plant Equipment. 
The Contractor must use either a dual drum continuous mi"x plant or a 
batch plant to produce asphalt cement concrete with CRM by the dry 
process. 
3. Job Hix Formula. 
The Contractor shall establish the job mix formula for asphalt cement 
concrete with CRM by the dry process using a conventional volumetric 
design procedure in accordance with Materials I.M. 510. The CQntractor 
shall use grade AC-5 asphalt in the job mix formula, unless otherwise 
recommended by the CRM supplier and approved by the Engineer. 
4. Mixing of Asphalt Cement Concrete With CRH by the Dry Process. 
The Contractor shall incorporate the CRM as a dry ingredient into the 
asphalt cement concrete during plant production. The Contractor shall 
add the CMR at the rate specified contract documents. The Contractor 
shall not allow the CRH to come in contact with the dryer flame and not 
allow CRM to be taken in the baghouse. 
1127.05 PLACEMENT. 
The Contractor shall place asphalt cement concrete with crumb rubber modifier 
(CRM) using conventional paving equipment in accordance with Section 2303 of 
the Standard Specifications. 
1127.06 COMPACTION. 
The Contractor shall compact asphalt cement concrete with crumb rubber 
modifier (CRM) in accordance with Article 2303.12, except that compaction with 
pneumatic tired rollers will not be allowed. The Contractor shall furnish a 
minimum of two rollers meeting the requirements of Article 2001.05, Paragraph 
B or Paragraph F, of the Standard Specifications for compaction. 
1127.07 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT. 
A. Asphalt Cement Concrete With Crumb Rubber Modifier (CRH) by the Wet 
Process. 
When the wet process is used for producing asphalt cement concrete with 




1. Asphalt Cement Concrete/Crumb Rubber Modifier - Wet Process. 
The Engineer will measure for payment the number of tons of Asphalt 
Cement Concrete/Crumb Rubber Modifier - Wet Process placed in accordance 
with Article 2303.25, Paragraph A(l) of the Standard Specifications. 
2. Asphalt Rubber Cement - Wet Process. 
The Engineer will measure for payment the number of tons of Asphalt 
Rubber Cement - Wet Process used in accordance with Article 2303.25, 
Paragraph B, of the Standard Specifications. The quantity of Crumb 
Rubber Modifier blended in the asphalt rubber cement will not be 
measured for payment. 
B. Asphalt Cement Concrete with Crumb Rubber Modifier (CRH) by the Dry 
Process. 
When the dry process is used for producing asphalt cement concrete with 
crumb rubber modifier the following items will be measured for payment: 
1. AsPhalt Cement Concrete/Crumb Rubber Modifier - Dry Process. 
The Engineer will measure for payment the number of tons of Asphalt 
C:ement Concrete/Crumb Rubber Modifier - Dry Process placed in accordance 
with Article 2303.25, Paragraph A(l) of the Standard Specifications. 
The quantity of CRM incorporated as a dry ingredient into the mix will 
not be measured for payment. 
2. Asphalt Cement - Dry Process. 
The Engineer will measure for payment the number of tons of Asphalt 
Cement - Dry Process used in accordance with Article 2303.25, Paragraph 
B, of the Standard Specifications. 
1127.08 BASIS OF PAYMENT 
A. Asphalt Cement Concrete with Crumb Rubber Modifier by the Wet Process. 
When the wet process is used for producing asphalt cement concrete with 
crumb rubber modifier, payment will be made for the following items. 
1. Asphalt Cement Concrete/Crumb Rubber Modifier - Wet Process. 
For the quantity of Asphalt Cement Concrete/Crumb Rubber Modifier - Wet 
Process placed, the Contractor will be paid the contract unit price per 
ton in accordance with Article 2303.26, Paragraph A, of the Standard 
Specifications. 
2. Asphalt Rubber Cement - Wet Process. 
For the quantity of Asphalt Rubber Cement - Wet Process used, the 




with Article 2303.26, Paragraph B, of the Standard Specifications. This 
payment includes full compensation for furnishing and blending the crumb 
rubber modifier into the asphalt rubber cement. 
B. Asphalt Cement Concrete with Crumb Rubber Modifier by the Dry Process. 
When the dry process is used for producing asphalt cement concrete with 
crumb rubber modifier, payment will be made for the following items. 
1. Asphalt Cement-Concrete/Crumb Rubber Modifier - Dry Process. 
For the quantity of Asphalt Cement Concrete/Crumb Rubber Modifier - Dry 
Process placed the Contractor will be paid the contract unit price per 
ton in accordance with Articl•_! 23C3. 26, Paragraph A, of the Standard 
Specifications. This payment includes full compensation for furnishing 
and incorporating crumb rubber modifier into the mix. 
2. Asphalt Cement - Dry Process. 
For the quantity of Asphalt Cement - Dry Process used, the Contractor 
will be paid the contract unit price per ton in accordance with Article 
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~IX DESIGN NUMBER: ABD4-2006 RESIDENT ENGINEER: DECORAH RCE 
~LANT TYPE: BATCH PLANT MAKE: HETHERINGTON-BERNE~ 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: KOCH 
AGGR. SOURCES: A96017 A96017 A96502 
~ECYCL~ SOU~CE: ~/A 
S IE~/.::: _ 
!YI I l\4. 
jvfAX. 
-IE 3/4 
::. 0t.Z1 ; i 00 • sa 













,:;:: • :ll 
; 3.0 i 
lili0 : :00 .• • ·39 : BE: ; 54 .· -:::.;.;. . 1J..-:; ' ·'-' 25 ; s. '3 : 5. ~ ; ..+. 3 ~ 
COU~SE ;_;=\::: D 
ST.21-;:::Dr-i 
·:-:-::;: C:-\NE:SS 
:.'.JRC: .JENS: :-y 
-
. ·.~~-· nc~.s-~v- ? ?~/-
....,_ ~~·~ .... ' . • ,!... .......... ~ 





1£1. 1Zl e~ tZ1 
c~ • . z1etQ:t 
:z;. 0~:-2:! 
~07 RVG. ~E~SITY: 0.000 ~VG. ::: Dc~\l s::: Tl : Z1. :ziizuz1 
DE~5:TY Q. :. : ~.00 ~ow OUT~:E~: 
~E~CENT A.C. BY TANK ST~CK: 5. 12 
F:LLE~/BITLlMEN RATIO: • I 
G.00 ~:SH ~UTLIER: 
INTENDED TCTAL 0E2CEN7 ~.C.: S.3 
~OTAL PE~CEN~ ~.C.: = . ·=· w. --
"" '"· --·"'R ;::i-'Jc·-·-,;-i- ... , .~ • r 7/ 
.\l\...ot-a-..::.1, • . =.,""'). c ... l ,;,,. L, • . , ~-
19 
PAGC: 2 




TI ME 7 '3 11 1 
RECORD 
,:, 5 7YPE 
AC-H.l 
MATERIALS DELIVERIES 
TICKEI NO. QUANTITY 
AIR 52 64 75 78 74 
A. C. 250 250 280 280 280 
AGGR. 
MIX 280 315 320 35© 340 
~AT 
RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTHL RAP USED TONS: 
70TAL AGGR. USED TO~S; 
~AP USED PERCENT: 
~GGR. USED ~ERCENT: 
SAMPLES S0BM!TTED 
:Y!ATE::2IALS 






~:~E ~~PNT OPERATED: 7:00 A~ - 5:00 ~~ 
•;;-.,-. ....-,..-:-...-







~BE. ~IX WAS7ED; 0 
~S ~~~ SS-5105 7~E G2ADATICN TOLE~A~CE CANNOT EXCE~D T~E 
~ASTE~ RANGE BY MO~E T~AN 3~ ON ANY SCREEN #30 AND LARGER. 
~INI~UM ~AC ~o~ THIS AGG~EGATE CDMBINAT:ON IS 5.33~. 
~~ ASP~ALT CONTENT D~ 5.8~ IS RECCM~ENDED TO STgRT T~!S JC3. 
25.25 
REPORT NO: 3 
:ZOWA DEPARTMENT OF "7"RAi\iSi='OR'AT!ON 
DAI~Y REPORT OF ASPHALT 9AVING PLRNT 05-12-:l.5'34 
PROJECT NUMBER: NHS-63-9<17>--1'3-45. 
CONTRACTOR: CEDAR ~ALLS CONSTRUCTION CO. 
CONTRACT NUMBER: 40411 
COUNTY: HOWARD 
MIX 7YPE: B CLASS: 1 SIZE: 3/4 COURSE: BASE 
;~IX DESIGN NUMBER: ABD4-20©6 RESIDENT ~NGINEER: DECORAH RC~ 
PLANT TYPE: BATCH ~LANT. MA~E: ~ETHE~INGTON-BERNER 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGhOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: KOCH 
PGGR. SOURCcS: A960l7 q'360l7 H56502 
2ECYCLE SOU~CE: ~/A 
3/4 1./2 318 






~ERCENT OF ~RP IN ~IX: 
::l ::.S 31Z1 S:L! 
.:i.c:, 3121 
53 2;1ZI 
l 01Z 200 
.-. :.'.! i::.. 
; ;.J. !ZI 
:-OT : ; 50 i 82 ; S2 ; 52 8.5 ! 5.3 ; 4.~ : 
CCURSE ;_;:"=iI:J 
E-:-!-l-;- I :J>~ 
:G2E DE:::\S I ~-y 
'_AB ~E: .. 5:i:T"/; Z.Z8C 
i....:'.:!B -.,;c!:DS: J. i: S. 7 
:Z!. :b0~: 
il!. !lliZ! ~~ 









~VG. ~ VC~DS: 0.~ 
~CTR- ~~RCE~~ A.C.: 5.87 




REPORT NO: 3 NHS-63-9(17)--19-45 
TEMPERATURE RECORD 
T IiY!E 7 9 . - 1 .... r: J. .l. w ..J 
AIR 58 62 56 70 71 70 
A. C. 280 280 275 280 275 275 
AGGR. 
~IX 305 305 305 305 305 305 
MAT 
RECYCL~D ~IX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 
70TA~ AGGR. USED TONS: 
RAP LlSED PERCENT; 

















~YDR~TED ~IME SRC 
AS ~E~ SS-5105 7H~ 32ADATIO~ TCLE~A~C~ CANNOT ~xc~~D ~hC: 
~RST~R ~ANGE SY ~ORE 7hAN 3% ON ANY SCREE~ *30 AND _ARGER. 
r• 
• t f 
- .... ' 
REPORT Nd~ 4 
:owA DE~ARTMENT OF TRANS~ORTATIGN 
DAILY ~EPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 05-1.3-19'34 
PROJECT~NUMBER: NHS-63-9(17)--19-45 
.CONTRACTOR: CEDAR FALLS CONST~UCTION CO. 
CONTRACT NUMBER: 40411 
COUNTY: HOWARD 
~lX TY~E: B CLASS: 1 SIZE: 3/4 COURSE: BASE 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: ABD4-2006 RESIDENT ENGINEER: DECORAH RCE 
PLANI TYPE: BATCh PLANT MAKE: ~ETHERINGTON-BERNER 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: ~OCH GRADE: AC-10 
AGGR. SOURCES: A96017 A96017 q355~2 
~ECYCL~ SOURCE: N/A 
s l c:~;=: 4 :l/2 
"'" 
2/4 1/2 3/G 4 s :5 20 512! 
~~Ii\. l ili0 :00 ; '3'::8 ! 85 76 i 56 ! 46 i 30 
,YlAX. :.00 ::.0121 i ~~0 
' 
'39 '.30 71Z! I 58 j 30 
: 0( 200 
i 2. ili 
; 3. :ZI i 
1 00 100 ; '39 : S9 : 20 i 60 ! 50 i 2~ ; 3. 8 ; s. Zl . 4. 2 ; 
-.;=·,:5··-.-v, 1~/f\ '-'~f, * ' • • IV ~ 
·;o ·· '"'·~ · ... , ·71 "'/A 
.. -J ~ • "'-. • "- 1'-1 
3ASE 
I ;\JT::::>iDED ;_ i ;=-:-
:fi:-4 
3ASE 
~/A SP~C. ~ DENS. 
BASE SP.SC: 
ZI. :.~ll2)!£1 ..;.: . ::Zi0'.Z1 .:1. :JiZ1\:'.! ,Zt. jp].11Z1 ~Zt. ;lHZHZ! :zi. :.'.Pi.10 :a • .Z<iZti: 
... 
--·I 
::::1. :Zt ;z: !Zl 2~. 
~2). :ll ~l. ·c..! 
RVG. DENS~7Y: 0.000 
;Zf IZ!IZ: 1:·1 ~·· ,zt:ZllZi ;,~;"' 
il~. :i.l rz,. :l! 
,I_!01Z1 ;::1 ..... 01Ztt;.'.l :j. :Zt 1ZliZt ;z;. :ZiQ!~~1 
:1_1 a IZ1 :Zt Sf i< :(.1. !~! 
i-WG. '.·~ "iCiDS: 
JE~S:TY Q. :. ~ 0.00 ~ow 2U7L:E~: 8.00 ~:SH C0TL~E2; V.00 ~EW a.:.: NIA 
:~7E~DED ADDED ~E2CE~7 A.C.: 
~~~C~~7 P.C. 3Y TA~K 3T:C~: 
FI~-~~/BITLi~EN ~ATIO: . I 
5.37 
C8~~ENTS: ~0LL DE~T~ ~ATCh~S HWY. 53 
:NT~~DED 707~~ 9ERC~~T ~.C.: 5.3 
TOTPL ~E~CEN7 A.C.: 5.97 
NUC~ERR 9~RCENT A.C.: ~/A 
' • t t • 
iJAGE 2 
REPORT NO: 4 NHS-63-9(17)--19-45 :zi5-13.:...1 994 
TEMPERATURE 
TIME 7 9 11 . ... 
RECORD 
3 5 7YPE 
MATERIALS DELIVERIES 
TICKET NO. QUANTITY 
AIR 54 50 56 --=-, ._ 74 78 AC-10 4433139 25.69 
A. C. 270 270 275 270 270 
AGGR. 
iYiIX 305 320 ~·=-= ._,._._) 320 320 
:'rlAi 
~ECYCLED MIX JNLY 
TOTAL RRP USED TONS: 
;QTAL AGGR. uSED 7~NS: 
;:;?AP USED iJERCENT: 
~GGR. us=:D ~E~CENT: 
SAMPL~S SUBMIT7ED 
MAiERIAL_S 
ritJT :11 IX 






,~OT ~·tJ:r X 





' ........ 'I'\ 




-;-c:\iS 7C ~A"TC 
'316. 23 
_as. ~IX WRSiED: 64700 
Q7~E~ OROJEC; DATq ~YDRA~ED LI~E SR= 
~S PE~ 33-3105 TH~ ~~ADATICN 7CLERANCE CAN~OT EXCEED TH~ 
MASTER ~ANGE BY MORE 7~A~ 3~ ON ANY SC~E~N 530 AND ~ARGER. 
~!NI~U~ ~AC FOR .n.~ ~GG~GAT~ CO~BI~ATI~N IS 5.33%. 
Hi'~ ASPi-:AL-;- CGNTEi\4T 0F SM d~~ ::: s RECGMME:\:DED --o 3-:"AR"i" -.--:,-d s .JCB. 
,..,,, .. ,.,, ~ £~ 
,\..j ·-. ~· ·---------.L-------------




REPORT NO: 5 
::GWA DEPARTMENT -OF !RANSPO~TATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 05-16-1'394 
PROJECT NUMBER: NHS-63-9(17)--19-45 CONTRACT NUMBER: 40411 
CONTRACTOR: CEDAR FALLS CONSTRUCTION CO. COUNTY: HOWARD 
MIX TYPE: B CLASS: 1 SIZE: 3/4 COURSE: BASE 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: ABD4-2006 RESIDENT ENGINEER: DECORAH RCE 
PLANT TYPE: BATCH PLANT MAK~: ~ETHERINGTON-BERNER 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASP~ALT SOURCE: KOCh GRADE: AC-10 
AGGR. SOURCES: A'36017 A96017 A96502 
RECYCLE SOURCE: N/A PE~CENT OF RAP :N MIX: 
S2EVE { 1/2 ' 3/4 ~ / ·=· 3/8 4 •:l :i.b 30 50 l 0t.ZI J. , ,_ ;_, 
:'1.:.. N. 101Zi l 'Zttll 98 i 85 ' 75 =- 46 20 ; ..Jb : i 
;YJAX. :.00 ; :i.00 ! ::. 00 i '39 90 70 ! :::8 I 50 
200 
i ·::1 '-• 0 
I 8. 0 ' 1 
._01 i 101{) ! ltZ!0 i 99 i 92 i 83 I .- ~ I O..._; ; .32 . 41 - i 25 ! '3. 3 i 5. 3 j 4. 4 ~ 
;~~~~~~-;~;;;;---=;~-;~~~~~~~-iU/A-----;;=~;-;~~;~~~~~.v~------;;~;~-:-;~~;~~----
:....AB \lO:i:DS~ ,zi_.z,(l:)/ft :;\-;-::::;<JED :_r;=-:- -:- ..... :::;.--:NC:S3~ :.:r:c:ies 
41 ;:;:c: .,:~.::. ,_:i:4 --o-~- . ,.;; 'i7 







·Z! • .C0lli 
!L.t • 11 
:Zt. 01Zl1Zt iZt. :Zil/)0 
13. -Zl0'2! :Zi. ;J00 
;Lt. ·D. :7J. ;zi 
:,:1. :Zt01Z1 ;z,. Z0ll1 ·Zt. 1z100 
~ZL. <ZllZP:0 ·Zi. 1;:112!0 :zi. 2J!ZllZi 
ill. ,zi 'b. Q! ,Zi. :c. 
:_oT: AVG. DENSI7Y~ 0.000 AVG. % DEN5i7Y: 0.000 AVG. ~VOIDS: 0.0 
0ENSITY Q.:.; 0.00 LOW 2UTLI~R: 0.00 ~IG~ OUTLI~~: 0.00 ~~W Q. I.: N/A 
~~T2NDED ADDED ~E~CENT ~.C.: 
. P~RCENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 5.07 TOTAL PERCENT P.C.: 5.07 
;:- :rL.;_.=:::u B: TL.:,v;E:\i RAT Io: . 72 ,\uc:_=:A.~ ::JE:RCE:NI A. c. : ~/A 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------




REPORT NO: 5 
.; 
NHS-63-9(17>--19-45 
TEMPERATURE RECORD MATERIALS 
TIME 7 9 11 1 3 
AIR 50 54 58 60 65 
A. C. 270 270 275 280 285 
AGGR. 
MIX 315 335 340 340 345 
MAT 
RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 
RAP USED PE~CENT: 
AGGR. USED PERCENT: 
SAMPLES SUBMITTED 








MATERIALS SENDERS NO. ~ATERIALS SENDERS NG. 
HOT i'1IX 





~OT 1YJI X 
COLD FEED 




DT~E~ ~RDJECT DRTA 
7Q;\JS "7"0 DAT~ 
l2Q)3. ;,li 
AS ~ER 35-5105 T~E G~ADATIO~ ~OLERANCE CAN~CT EXCEED THE 
MAS~~R ~RNGE BY MORE THAN 3~ ON RNY SCREE~ ~30 qND L~RGER. 
'A:N!~LM %AC ~QR ThIS AGGREGAT~ COMB~NATIDN IS 5.33%. 






REPORT NO: 6 
:owA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 05-17-1'394 
PROJECT NUMBER: NHS-63-9(17)--19-45 CONTRACT NUMBER: 40411 
CONTRACTOR: CEDAR FALLS CONSTRUCTION CO. COUNTY: HOWARD 
~IX TYPE: B CLASS: 1 SIZE: 3/4 COURSE: BASE 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: ABD4-2006 RESIDENT ENGINEER: DECORAH RCE 
PLANT TYPE: ~ATCH PLANT MAKE: HETHERINGTON-BERNER 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: KOCH GRADE: AC-10 
AGGR. SOURCES: A96017 A96017 A96502 
RECYCLE SOURCE: NIA PE~CENT OF ~AP :N MIX: 
SIEVE ' :12 :i. ~/4 1/2 3/8 4 8 1C 30 50 100 ... .u 
i'1! .:N. liZ10 i 100 '.:;18 ! 85 76 I 56 ; .Y.6 i 30 
V:AX. ::. 00 i 1 IZ10 i ::. ill IZl I 9'3 30 70 58 50 I 
' 
200 
·=1 0 ..... 
8. 0 ! 





LAB JE;\iS:TY: /IJ/Pr 
;_AB '·/OIDS: ~P/A: 
#2 
SOL:;:D DENS:-;-y: ~/A 3PE:S. ~ DENE. : 

















~zi • ~llZHZI 
,Zt. :ZftZ;Q:; 
If). IZ! 
-~· ~VG. DENSITY: 0.000 qvs. % DENS~7Y: 0.000 gvs. % VOIDS: 0.0· 
J:=::\Jsi;·y· Q. I.: ·Zt.1Zt0 ~ow [:Ll-:=-~IER~ 0. !Zt0 .~IGT-! LJLlTi_:iE::;::: iii. 1317.' ·\~c:w Q. i. ~ ·:\1/H 
: >iT ~:"iDED ;::iDDED PERC~;\ii .::i. C. ~ 
~ERCENT A.C. BY TAN~ ST:CK: 5.91 
~:L~~~/9ITUM~~ RATIO: .74 
COMMENTS: FULL DEPTH ~ATCh!NG HWY. 63 
I~TENDED TOTAL ~ERCENT A.C. ~ 5.8 
TOTAL PERC~NT A.C.: 5.91 
.,,. ·c· ·-.~ ::i ,~-.~ -· .T ' - "~/·A ;\fU ~.:.:.Hn ;-c.t"<.t-c.:'J • :;. L. : 1v 
PAGE 2 




TIME 7 9 11 1 
RECORD 
3 5 TYPE 
AC-10 
MATERIALS DELIVERIES 
TICKET NO. QUANTITY 
AIR 50 55 60 65 70 
A. C. 285 285 285 290 290 
AGGR. 
iYIIX 300 310 315 310 315 
MAT 
RECYCLED JYl .I x ONLY 
70TAL RAP USED TONS: 
7 0TAL AGGR. USED TOi\15: 
RAP USED PERCENT: 














MATERIALS SENDERS NO. MATERIALS SENDE~S NO. 
HOT i'!IX 
i-!OT ;VI IX 








-::-m-iS :o DAl'E 
:.462.78 
T:ME ~LANT O~~R~TED: 7:0~ ~~ - 5:30 PM ~3S. ~!X ~ASTE~: 561400 
SS-5:.0:5. 
OTHER PROJECT DATA 
~s ~E~ SS-5105 THE GRADATION ~o~~RANC~ CA~NOT ~XCEED THE 
MRSTER RANGE BY MORE THAN 3~ ON ANY sc~~~N ~30 AND LARGER. 
~!~I~LlM ~RC FOR T~iS qGGREGAT~ COMBiN~TIDN :s 5.33%. 
AN ASPHALT CONTENT OF 5.8% IS RECOMMEND2D TD START 7HIS JOB. 
HYDRATE~ ~IME SRC 
l 
' 
REPORT NO: 7 
:owA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT\ 05-lezl-1994 
PROJECT NUMBER: NHS-63-9(17)--19-45 CONTRACT NUMBER: 40411 
CONTRACTOR: CEDAR FALLS CONSTRUCTION CO. COUNTY: HOWARD 
MIX TYPE: B CLASS: 1 . SIZE: 3/4 COURSE: BASE 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: ABD4-2006~\ RESIDENT ENGINEER: DECORAH RCE 
PLANT TYP~: BATCH PLANT MAKE: riETHERINGTON-BERNER 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: KOCH GRADE: AC-10 
AGGR. SOURCES: A96017 A96017 A96502 
~ECYCLE SOURCE: N/A ?E~CE~T OF ~RP :N MIX~ 
s:::~vc: 1 ., 1·-:,, •.' 3/4 i/2 3/8 .b. 8 :;.6 30 50 :i.00 J., ,_ 
MIN. 100 ; l IZHZI 98 85 i 76 =~ i 46 30 ' I .Jb . 




'-• 'Zl . 
B. 0 
' 
. ,.,..,.. ·: 




i...RB :JENs::Y: ~-310 r.:;;-.: ·:-, .-.;::-: .. ,r-:-:-v, Z..'-13 ~ \-J:.-'J.-. - J,,J .._;,,_. ~w _. • I • .J 








iZ! • ..Zlet)Zi 












_....;. AVG. DENSI7Y: 0.000 AVG. % ~O:DS: 0.0 
D.=::\iS I-,- .. ! Q. :: • : 
:.: i'·Ji.=:>.iDED t::JDDED .3ERC.::::\-:- ri. ::. ; ~-1 
~ERCENT A.S. BY 7ANK ST:CK; 5.89 
CS~MENTS: FULL DEPTH ~ATC~ING ~WY. 53 
..... _ ... -.. -· ----
!""'1 .l ~li \_;:i_: I i_ .!. =- ;-"( : 
TOTAL ~E~CE~7 q.c.: 5.89 
NUC~~~R ~ERC~NT A.:.: ~.OI 
.; 
PAGE 2i· 





7IME 7 9 11 1 
RECORD 
3 5 TYPE 
MATERIALS DELIVERIES 
TICKET NO. QUANTITY 
AIR 50 60 73 76 78 
A·-. C. 2'30 285 285 295 295 
AGGR. 
iY!IX 300 300 305 305 310 
:v!AT 
RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 
TOTAL AGGR. USED 70NS: 
RAP USED PERCENT: 
















:-iOT >1::: X 
co;_D =;:::=:n 
:.~Lli~SC ~~~:;: D 
3ASC 
FROM STATION TO STATION 
VAR=sus PATCHI~G 
;c;-... s TODAY 
2A7. 48 
70NS iQ DATE 
:a:~.25 
OT~E~ ~ROJE=T DATA 
~S ~ER 53-5105 THE GRADATIO~ TOL~RANCE C~NNOT ~XCE~D ~H~ 
MASTER RANGE BY MORE THAN 3% ON ANY SCREEN ~30 AND ~ARGER. 
~!NI~UM ~ qc =oR T~IS ~GGRESATE COMBINATICN :s S.33%. 
AN AS~HAL7 CONTENTO~ 5.8% IS RECOMMENDED TO START T~IS JOB. 
30 
~YDRA;ED LIME SRC 
REPORT NO: 8 
:owA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 05-19-:!.9'34 
PROJECT NUMBER: NHS-63-9(17)--19-45 
CONTRACTOR: CEDAR FALLS CONSTRUCTION CO. 
MIX "TY~E: ;t CLASS: 1 . SIZE: 3/4 




ENGINEER: DECORAH RCE 
40411 
PLANT TYPE: BATCH PLANT MAKE: H~THERINGTON-BERNER 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPMALT SOURCE: ~DC~ 
AGGR. SOURCES: A96017 A96017 A96502 
~E~YCLE SOURC~: N/A 
S I~1v'E .1 1/2 ... 3/4 1/2 3/8 
M Ii'!. 1012) ' 100 '38 j 85 76 ! I i 
iYJAX. 101Z! : : 00 ; .:!. ;z; rZI i '39 i 90 
GRADE: AC-1.0 
~E2CENT OF ~AP IN ~lX: 0.0 
Lt 3 :;.E, 30 50 
::;5 .U.E, 30 
70 ;58 50 
100 2!Zl0 
l ·=· :zi· i .... I 
! B. 0 ; 
!.-OT 1 I00 ! 200 i 99 i 90 ; 82 i 61 , 49 . 38 I 22 a. 4 ~ .s. s ! ~- 7 : 
_i_HB '.=-\•s ·: -rv ·"' ::z ,_, .!J-'~ ..i. I• tJI £.-.-.;J"1 
",:o: DS: tr .. z, '-f.'-f : ··;:=-_...._. : ~-:-:I =:::.l~t\ESS;; i l'"1cr-:es 
·ii=: 
•2). :Zlt.Z!t.Zi " :Zt00 '.:.t. 1Z<IZ<1Zi :;_: . 01z;iz1 !Z1. Zi0.0 li .. ,Z1tZl:Zi ... _ .. 
"i.'. 0(!},Z; (). ,Zi(i!.Z: •/ ..~. :Z!Q)0 -i ..~. :L)tZi!Z! ·z:. Jtll0 :Z1 :r iZ:tZ; ll.1 
:'-'• =Li ..... ·.;.~~ •.ll. it ·t.: .. 0 !Zt. '2~ ;zi. z; 
AVG. % vo:DS: 0.0 
:;,~-;-~;\lDC:D ;::,L;DE:D :::i=::~c.::::-.~-;- .'.4. C. : (Ja.\o 
~E2C~NT A.=. BY TANK ST!CK: 5.90 70TAL ~E~CEN~ A.C.: 5.90 
.::;. 
. '--' 
CD~MENTS: ~UL~ DEPT~ OA7CH!NG ~WY. 63 
M!X NC. ABD4-2~06~1 
,:u::,'.;·; .. =c,,;:=,::i~c-:-02 -1A~' j)ULJ 
.----.. ···-···.--·-···-··r,• .:-Ill~ tk_ -----





REPORT NO: 8 NHS-63-9(171--19-45 05-19-1994 
TEMPERATURE RECORD 
TiiYIE 7 '3 11 1 3 
AIR 60 73 75 81 81 
A. C. 290 290 290 290 300 
AGGR. 
MIX 300 31{)5 310 310 315 
MAT 
RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
;oTAL RAP USED TONS: 
TOTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 
~AP USED PERCENT: 











:CASE VARIOUS PATCHING 
7I~E ~LANT OPERATED: 6:l5 - 4:!5 PM 
ss-s: il:~ 
MATERIALS DELIVERIES 
TYPE TICKET NO. QUANTITY 
AC-10 4433271 25.78 
3/4STONE 3© TCK'S 476.3 
SAMPLES SU~MITTED 
MATERIA~S SENDE~S NO. 




"T'Oi\iS TO DA-;-;::: 
2e174. ss 
~BS. ~IX WASTED: 338900 
CTHER ?RCJECT DATA ~YDRATED LIME SRC 
~S ~ER SS-5105 T~E G~RDAT!ON TOLE~ANC2 C~NNOT ~XC~ED T~~ 
~ASTER RANGE BY MORE THAN 3% ON ANY SCREEN ~30 AND ~ARGE2. 
~INIMUM ~AC FOR THIS ~GGREGAT~ CD~B~NAT:~N IS 5.33~. 
AN ~SPHALT CONTENT OF 5.8% IS ~ECOMMENDED TO S7~R7 ThIS JOE. 
1· ''"T ·;·,,.,~~-::-c---r:~ ~d.'. ' (},,., !7 fl !l 
-._f-41\I. '·'"01-'I::. , wo'"<_'l.!1. ~zy_-
'. ·::,-:;,-_- ·; ::: .. ~c,-:- ·: ,-, 'i ·\10 _J 
_____ , - ..• Lon.- - -•'-' '. --,, t/ V 
REPORT NO: '3 
:owA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 05-20-1'3S4 
PROJECT NUMBER: NHS-63-'3(17)--1'3-45 CONTRACT NUMBER: 40411 
CONTRACTOR: CEDAR FALLS CONSTRUCTION CO. COUNTY: hOWARD 
!"lIX :YPE: B CLASS: 1 . SIZE: 3/4 COURSE: BASE 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: ABD4-201Z16 f.Z.. RESIDENT ENGINEER: DECORAH RCE 
PLANT TYPE: BATCH PLANT MAKE: HETnERINGTON-BERNER 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPHALT SOURCE: KOCH GRADE: AC-10 
AGGR. SOURCES: A96017 A'36017 A96502 
~E=vc~.=: ~OURCE: N/A ~ERCENT OF 2AP :N ~IX: 0.0 
SIEVE < 112 :i. 3/4 l/2 3/B 4 8 16 30 :S:ZI 100 .:. 
MIN. : 00 I 100 l '38 j 85 ! 76 l 56 : 46 30 I 





; Ci ilJ ...... 




-- ..; I c:-<;\j.=:ss 
!_;:;B JENSITY: 2.32..<J 
,_AB \lC IDS; ,;:,. :,_r '-/. 7 :NT~~DED ~IFT 7HICKNESS: incnes 




:/) • Q; llttZl 
lLl. :ZfQ)fZI 
:3. IZI 
;z1 • 21 ~.%~i 
·Li. :Zr 1(; fZi 
'l. ;L1 
~~~ ~ AVG. DENSITY: 0.000 PVG. % ~ENSITY: 2.000 AVG. ~VOIDS: 0.0 
:J:=::\.s:;:·;-y ;]. :.:. : :z:.. 00 :_o;...i ou;;_.::=:a: iz1. vllt :-i:::Gi: :·LJ~:_:::=:a: 'l.1. ic0 ,,.i=::,..i o. :::. : :\/A 
~~7~NDED ~DDED ~ERC~~T A.C.: ~-Jc 
PE~CENT A.C. BY TANK STICK: 5.80 
=IL~ER/BITUMEN RATIO: .79 
:o~~ENTS: FULL DEPTH PATC~ING ~WY. 63 
~IX NC. ABD4-2006R2 
INT~NDED TOTA~ PE~CENT ~.C.: 6.30 
TOTRL :JERC~NT A.C.: 5.80 
:·..:uc;_:=:AR ::JERC.=:~iT q_ c. : 5'"-7 7 
:-,·, .-.\-.. ·c..1q--i;:::-1'.,..·""1Q ,. Ji~/ . IJ/JJJ ~ ;J /] 33 
-o_,-l,,. -·"~>-'-~ ''-·•_::/f.; ~a.U_ ___ _ 
:-.. -:: ~.,- .. ::;- ·: -·t''T ·r ,-.'\! '\IQ' . ~-·. : .... . i . ..._,,.., . ...1.. wl.. 1.., _ =- : 
v /) 
:J; •,·,,-r •t!C·•;·;-;-1::; iif\A1,JA~ 
. _;-1 ~. • ... ~ ~ . '-'.' -- _!:'.'.:_~:_:;z:____ ---------
.~c :;>·.- - •:::- ·; ,-.,,-.,·-:- -· -.:,J . .,.r. f - // 
L-·.i.-·• 1 ... , ... '-J,-, . ..:..L.1 ::.;w_______ fLltf.::, 
PAGE 2 
REPORT NO: '3 NHS-63-9(17)--1'3-45 
i- ·', 
' 0$-20-1 '394 
TEMPERATURE 
TIME 7 '3 11 l 
RECORD 
3 5 TYPE 
MATERIALS DELIVERIES 
TICKET. NO. · .. QUANT I TY 
AIR 60 70 75 80 82 
A. C. 280 280 290 280 275 
AGGR. 
MIX 305 310 310 3!0 310 
MAT 
RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 
TCTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 
RAP USED PERCENT: 












MA~ERIALS SENDERS NO. :Y!ATC:?. I Ai_S 






C:Ju ;~SE '-RID 
BASE 




~=~E PLANT OPERAT:=:D: 5:00 AM - 4:3~ ~M LBS. ~!X ~ASTED: 15~950 
·-.-j L.- --- .. .......... - ---. ----' .; .:.. :J r .--:L;._. c~ . 
3S-Sl0~ 
8THE~ ~ROJECT DATP. 
~s ~ER SS-51~5 TH~.3~AD~T=o~ 70L~RANC~ CANNOT ~XC~ED 7~E 
~AS7ER RANGE BY ~ORE THAN 3% O~ ANY SCREEN ~30 qND LARGE~. 
MI~I~UM ~ ~c ~o~ THI~ ~GGRE3ATE COMBINATION :s 5.33%. 
AN ASP~ALT CONTENT OF 5.8% IS REC~MM~NDED TO START THIS 
~YDRATED ~:ME S2C 
REPORT NO: 10 
iOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DAILY REPORT OF ASPHALT PAVING PLANT 05-26-1 994 ,· ,; ._ 
PROJECT NUMBER: NHS-63-9<17>--19-45 CONTRACT NUMBER: 40411 
CONTRACTOR: CEDAR FALLS CONSTRUCTION CO. COUNTY: HOWARD 
MIX TYPE: B CLASS: 1 - SIZE: 3/4 COURSE: BASE 
MIX DESIGN NUMBER: ABD4-2006~a RESIDENT ENGINEER: DECORAH .RCE 
PLANT TYPE: BATCH PLANT MAKE: HETHERINGTON-BERNER 
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT TYPE: BAGHOUSE 
ASPMALT SOURCE: ~OCH GRADE: AC-10 
AGGR. SOURCES: A96017 A960~7 A96502 
~ECYCLE SOURCE: NIA PERCENT OF RRP :.:N ~IX: 0.0 
S IE.~JE •I 1/2 1 3/4 1/2 318 4 8 ::6 30 50 ::.00 .i. 
!'>'!IN. 100 i 1.12!0 ! '38 I 85 j 76 : 56 46 30 I 
' 
lYJAX. ~ 01[.l : , ' 100 J '39 i 90 j 70 : 58 ! 50 i ... I 
200 
.-. 0 ~ c. 
a. 0 ; 
!-OT i 100 1-!00 ! 99 i 89 i 79 I 6! ,: 51 i 4l ; 24 3.5 i 5.2 ; 4.3 : 
L.AB DENs:;:1y: tv/P. 
;_AB '·iO IDS: S-:-21 fV/A . 
SL:L:.:D DE:,~s.I-:-Y: JV/A ::3~E:C. }:. Jci\iS. ; 
:NTENDED ~iFT T~!CK~ESS: incnes 


















:ZJ • ,Zi !LHZ• 
i~. :2;rli0 
_OT : AVG. D~NS:TY: 0.000 AVG. % 0~NS~TY: 0.800 AVG. % vo:~s: 0.0 
.JENS I TY Q. i. : 0. IZ!!Li LOW ou1;_ I:=:~: :(!. :ZllZI ;-ii Gi-i Ou TL:-= K; ·ZI. :2)0 ,'.fE~..J Q. :;: • ! ;'i/ q 
:.: NT~i,:DED ::i.iJDED PERCENT A. C. : , _30 
PERCENT ~.C. 9Y TANK STICK: 6.07 
=1~~~R/BITU~EN RAT.IO: .7i 
INTENDED TOTAL PERCENT ~.C.: 6.30 
TOTAL PE~CENT A.C.: b.~1 
' ---· -A=i 0-:::ic-· ·- ·· - A 1/A 1\£\.JL.r.:.._;::. P\ : c.~ ~J\J t !-i. L. ~ /V 
CO~MENTS: ~ULL DEPTH OA7CHING HWY. 63 - ~IX ~o. qeD4-200622 
MAY 23 - 30.3 TONS, MAY 24 - 30.75 TONS. MAY 25 - 47.3 TONS~ 




REPORT NO: 10 , )\iHS-63-9 < 1 7 > --1 9-45 05-26-1994 
TEMPERATURE RECORD 
TIME 7 9 11 1 3 
AIR 60 65 70 
A. C. 255 265 275 
AGGR. 
MIX 305 305 305 
MAT 
RECYCLED MIX ONLY 
TOTAL RAP USED TONS: 
7QTAL AGGR. USED TONS: 
~AP USED PERCENT: 









27 TCK' S. 








MATERIALS SENDERS ~O. 
i-101 !YI IX 








~ROM S7ATION TD STATION 
VARIOUS PATCHZNG 
7:ME PLANT OPERATED: VARIOUS 
SPEC:;: ;=: C.'.:! T :;: .::Ji\JS ·-1 •• ,.... ! l~_.:;l 
SS-5:tlt5 
OTriER ~ROJECT ~ATA 
-:-CNS !ODAY 
l:. 5. BS 
.,.8;\iS -~o .JATE 
2,:i,;z:5. 37 
L35. ~IX WAS7ED: 223~785 
~YDRATED ~IME s~c 
AS ?E~ SS-5105 THE 5~ADAT!ON 70L~RANCE CANN07 EXCEED T~E 
MASTER ~ANGE BY MORE THAN 3% O~ ANi SCREEN ~30 AND LARG~R . 
. ·•1INI/!UM X AC i=OR 7H:s AGGREGAT::=: IS 5. 3.3?;. • 
. ~N ASPHALT CONTENT OF 5.8~ IS ~ECOMMENDED TQ ST~R7 THIS JOB. 
i . 
/J./ . ~ 36 
:
1
_q;\i; ~NSPEC-:-8.R_A~~- _______ _ 
,-·::::- :;··-:- .. = ~- i"':-':.T c· ;-,.,. .-,iu'' _/_ 77 ~ 
,_ •. _ •.. - i ... _.,. - _.," .. - _!.__J_ 
Appendix C 
40 
PROGRAM NUMBER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 08- 18-94 
' 
COUNTY- HOWARD 
U.S. ROUTE ...... SN01 
PAVEMENT TYPE ... -z:tr~~-
M-P SENS 1 SENS 2 
BEGINNING M~.~~~ 
ENDING. MP .. :' .• ~· 
COMPUTED MILES .. 
SENS 3 
116.000 2 .01 1. 78 1.40 1.06 
117 .000 
120.000 3.42 2. 13 
121.000 
124.000 ., .!.7 2.89 
125.000 




* • * • * • * * * 
.. • * • 
.. 
* * * * * * 
s 
I SENS1 
DIRECTION I .STD .DEV. MAX,··· I 
N/E I 0.86 • 4. 27 
S/W I 0.54 2.78 I COMB I 0.91 4.27 
.p. 
* * * * 
.. H I s T 0 
DATE 










* * * 
TESTS 
. · .... 
. WEATHER SUNNY 
···. ~~~E:: ·:< ~.~.~~~·. 
1 .51 1.30 1 .09 3.31 225+ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
PROG~AM NUM8ER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 08-18-94 H'f2. 55Co 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ROAD RATER TESTS 
couNTY- HOWARD ............ ·0~c.rNNiNG M? ... :·• ~mn00 .· ......... lAB r\io-:; ;\:•/ ~;;;;t~:fa~ .. > < wE:.A+A£~ sciNNY < > · · ......•. · ... ····•···FREo :·· Az: :··. 
U.S. ROUTE ...... SN02 .·· ··.END.ING MP./: .. ;~ 222,00< ··.YEAR Bl;JJLT!))./J9 i·· OBSi\\,.BROWN ANDERSON/•· ... OISP if..,:.\···<t>ti••••:•·:•:•••:•:.•:•<.< 
PAVEMENT TYPE ... COMP COMPUTED MILES.~ ie.00 DATE TESTED~ 05~09-94 . TIME ... 14:09 TEST TYPE .. 
M-P SENS 1 
6.53 4.20 3.32 2.64 1. 28 50. 
. (•. <: sfw E:IDUND•·· ·: >·•·· 
•• .. siNs ~< <'5i~i ~ < ~·~-~·5<~ 











4 .19 1. ~;> ; 3 .. \~ • .. ·: : . .•. 2;45 •. . ..... : 2·,·~6 ;; : .·, .. · .1 .. 78.• •• ) 1·;:78 :• ; (2~!5.~<··· ... >·::::< :.:).~:•:•:: 




5.98 4. 12 3.83 
3.48 2.37 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * I SENS1 
DIRECTION I STD.DEV. MAX. MIN. AVE. I 
I N/E I 1 .63 6;53 2.70 4.58 S/W 0.69 3.38 1 .63 2.55 I COMB I 1 .59 6.53 1 . 63 3.56 
* * "** H.I .. $ T 0 .RY>f 
DATE 
* TESTED AVE.SR AVE.SOIL K * 
* 
3.02 1. 37 
* 
s u M M A R y 
I SENS2 
80% I AVE. 
5>~~;··• I: ·····~.06 I l 3: 1:f 2. 10 I 4.90 I 2.58 
3.38 2.69 2.28 1. 86 2. 15 
50. 
0 F D A T A 




I:. _:~.1f I : .. :: I ·.·1-•:, .. •·.:1:···. I .. ·; .. • f I 2•,'.53 ·y. I /0.330 I 1 •. 79 1 .37 144. 1. a5 .. {~'55 0. 178 2.79 2.25 152. I I I I 










* * * * END I 
TEMP I I 
I 80. I 84. I 
., 
PROGRAM NUMBER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 08-18-94 
COUNTY- HOWARD 
U. S. ROUTE . . . . . . SNJ!l.__ 
PAVEMENT TYPE ... -COMP 
BEGINNING MP;:;;; 
ENDING MP ...... . 
COMPUTED MILES.: 









2.52 2.27 1. 95 1. 53 





DIRECTION I STD.DEV. MAX. MIN. AVE. 80% I 
N/E I 1. 84 6.84 2.52 4.94 
S/W I 0.51 3.32. ·. 1.92 2~~1 I COMB I 1. 81 6.84 1. in 3:73 
2.63 














• • * * • H I S T 0 R Y * * * • * REMARKS: SECL- SUPERELEVATED CURVE, LOW SIDE. 
DATE 
TESTED AVE.SR AVE.SOIL K 
0.88 2.77 225+ 
.. ".." 
AVE. BEG. END 
SOIL K TEMP TEMP 
PROGRAM NUMBER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 08-18-94 
COUNTY- HOWARD 
U.S. ROUTE ...... SN04 
















3.38 :. .. 46 
2.06 1. 70 















. · .. FREQ. HZ .. . 
. DISP %: ... . 
TEST TYPE .. 
1. 85 1. 60 3.02 138. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
PROGRAM NUMBER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 08-18-94 
COUNTY- HOWARD 
U.S. ROUTE ...... SN05 
PAVEMENT TYPE ... -ctJf;1p-
BEGINNING MP;; .• 
f~·~Ja~E~PMftE~:: 
M-P SENS 1 SENS 2· 
263.000 
264.000 4. 17 3. 15 
267.000 2~59 268.000 3. 17 
271. 000 
272.000 4.88 3.45 2.80 2.26 
275.000 
276.000 2.41 1. 92 
278 .000 2.59 1.69 
279.000 
* * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
s 
I SENS1 
DIRECTION I STD.DEV. MAX. I 
N/E I 1.06 
S/W I 1. 66 
_p. COMB I 1. 38 (Jl I 
* * " * * 
H I s T O, R y .. 
DATE *", 
TES TEO AVE.SR AVE.SOIL K • 
* 
u 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ROAD RATER 
···[Ae•·.·Nb;:_ :>.::; 















* * * * * * • * I 
1. 68 
2. 15 2.08 50. 
1. 45 1.60 225+ 
* * * * * * * * 
PROGRAM NUMBER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 08-18-94 
COUNTY- HOWARD 
U.S. ROUTE ...... ~ .. 
PAVEMENT TYPE ... COMP 
M-P 






329.000 3.20 2.88 
330.000 
* * * 
... 
* SENS1 
DIRECJION STD.DEV. MAX. 
+:> 
0) 
2. 15 1.36 
1. 90 1. 41 
MIN. AVE. 80% 
0.98 
2. 18 






'su~~v.\·.··· · · . 
~~~b~~~i~o~~so~·· 
. 14 :09 .· 
1. 15 
. FREQ. HZ· ... 
3. 18 
DISP % .•.•. 
TEST TYPE .. 
225+ 
...... ,.. * 
BEG. END 
TEMP TEMP 
PROGRAM NUMBER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 08-18-94 
COUNTY- HOWARD 
U.S. ROUTE ...... ~ 
PAVEMENT TYPE ... COMP 
M-P SENS 1 
349.000 
. 350.000 
• 351 .000 
: 352 .000 















* * * * I SENS1 I DIRECTION I STD.DEV. MAX. 
N/E I 1. 27 5.43 
+:> S/W I 0. 19 2. 16 
-..J COMB I 1.23 5 ~ 43 I 
* " * * * 




* * * 
MIN. 
* 
























































PROGRAM .NUM.BER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 08-18-94 
COUNTY- HOWARD 
U.S. ROUTE ...... ~ 
PAVEMENT TYPE ... COMP 
.• ·:>.· 
M-P 
1-\-:g 55(p OFFICE OF MATERIALS ROAD RATER TESTS 
BEGINNING MP .... 360.00 ~~B NO:.>>:.: ~A4~~34~.:> WEATHER SUNNY . 
ENDING MP ...... ~ 383.00 ··.YEAR BUILT'.. . 19· . OBS .... BROWN ANDERSON 
COMPUTED MILES.. 23.00 DATE TESTED. 05-09-94 TIME ... 14:09 
........ <~/~ ~tGND · .. 
.·. s~~~>~< 
360.000 









2.33 1. 26 1. 15 0.91 2.79 225+ 
2.37 1. 81 1. 59 1. 38 
3.02 167. 
FREQ. HZ ... · 30 ·.· 
DISP % ..... 68 
TEST TYPE .. 
· .. ·.· .·.::-.··::: 
SOIL K 
2.81 225+ 




PROGRAM NUMBER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 08-18-94 
COUNTY- HOWARD 
U. S . ROUTE ...... ~0.L 
PAVEMENT TYPE ... COMP 
M-P SENS 1 SENS 2 
404.000 2.92 2.40 
405.000 
406.000 1. 68 
• 407 .000 
: 408.000 2.02 
409.000 
410.000. 5.08 3.67 
411 .000 
412.000 3.70 2 .10 
414.000 
• • • * * * * * * * * * SENS1 
DIRECTION STD.DEV. MAX. 
N/E 1. 37 5.08 
S/W 0.65 3.42 











* * * * 
MIN. 
' 1. 68 
1. 62 
1. 62 




* * * 
s u M 
AVE. 80%/: •.. 
.. .. .. 
' 
r0a iJ~2:l' 
















2.53 1. 65 1. 32 
1. 54 




* * * * * * * * * 
1.03 2.68 225+ 
* * * * * * * * 
PROGRAM NUMBER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN OATE- 08-18-94 
M-P 




* * * * * * * * * * * * * * s u 
AVE.SR AVE.SOIL K * 
* 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ROAD RATER TESTS 
1.07 0. 78 0.71 0.56 5.22 
* * * * * * * * ********** 
225+ 
* * * * * * * * 
PROGRAM NUMBER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 08-18-94 
'• 
COUNTY- HOWARD 
U.S. ROUTE ...... ,...51\LLI-
PAVEMENT TYPE ... COMP 
M-P SENS 1 SENS 2 
1+·12-
BEGINNif\JG MP •. / 
END I NG · M~, , ; ..• •~ 
COMPUTED MILES. ~ 
SENS 3· 





455.000 1. 41 1. 15 1.~6 0. 87. 




* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
s u 
I SENS1 I DIRECTION I STD.DEV. MAX. 
N/E I ~.93 ~ ... 99 I 
U1 S/W I 1. 71 5.51 COMB I 1. 29 5.51 
* * * * * 

















SENS2 * * * * * 
TESTS 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
PROGRAM NU~BER- P2220050 




























I STD.DEV.,: I 
I 1. 24 I 
I 2.41 




1. 73 1.48 
* * 
.. 
* * * 
.. .. s 













1.05 0.92 4.32 225+ 
******** ******************* 1 BEG. I .'TEMP . 
I. I 80. 
I 84. 
I 
PROGRAM NUMBER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 08-18-94 
COUNTY- HOWARD 
U.S. ROUTE ...... SN13_ 
"PAVEMENT TYPE ... --COMP . 
M-P SENS 1 
593.000 3.03 2.00 
594.000 





601.000 1. 78 
602.000 
605.000 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * I SENS1 I DIRECTION I STD.DEV. MAX. 
N/E I 1. 34 5.41 
S/W I 2.21 6.03 
<.Tl COMB I 1. 83 6.03 w I 
" * " * " 















* * * 
s u M M 
* 
* 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 





.. · . . . :· 
RA4~ 535 i •·•: · .. WEATHER SUNNY .• .. 
. : ... •·. 19 ·• .. ·• •· .: .... •:.OBS...... . E!RO.WN 
0!f~0g··~·g·,r:•• · ... ·.•• rft.1E··: >':· · ·14·•:·0if . 
:·.· 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
PR8GRAM NUMBER- P2220050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 08-18-94 
COUNTY- HOWARD. 
U.S. ROUTE ..... . 





















* * * * * I 
I STD.DEV. I 
I.· 3.67 I 1. 74 I 2.78 I 
2.52 
0.89 






2. 18 1.86 0.95 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ROAD RATER 
50. 
1. 49 ·······01·.;·•92.· 95 ............. : ... : ........ /.:·.·.•·.· .. •· .• •.33···.···.: ••.•. ·.03···.·4e ... ·•.·• ..· .. : ...·.• ... •. </:,:·2;0 r: 1;.40 196{ 
0.76 0.61 4.94 225+ 
5.23 
* * * * * 




AVE.SR AVE.SOIL K * 
* 
TESTS 
0.71 0.56 2.88 225+ 
1. 84 1.61 1.06 1. 57 225+ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * " I AVE. 80% I AVE. I BEG. 
SCI/SENSf I SR SR· I SOIL K I TEMP 
. I. I I 
<>··1 1. 83 I 183. I 80. •·:::•I 2.44 I 225+ I 84. I 2. 16 I 205. I I I I 
PROG~AM NUMBER- P2220050 











1. 74 1. 52 
1. 25 1. 10 
1. 25 1. 15 
1. 32 1. 18 
0.84 0. 74 
1. 22 0.99 3.22 
0.84 0.66 4.27 
0.98 0.83 4.27 
0. 98 0. 83 4.07 
0.64 . 0. 56 5.97 








197. 1. 35 
214. 
0.58 





1. 47 1. 19 0.94 3.73 169. 
1. 17 0.95 0.80 4.36 220. 
0.98 '0. 70 0.55 4.50 225+ 
1.06 0.90 
1. 20 0.98. 
0.53 0.45 0. 38 8.43 225+ 
1. 15 0.93 0.78 4.39 225+ 
1. 20 1.04 0.91 4.42 190. 
0.62 0.55 0.48 0.43 7. 70- 225+ 
1. 40 1. 28 1.07 0.92 4. 17 189. 
,. 
/ 
0.76 0. 70 0.62 0.56 6.49 225+ 
0. 78 0.68 0.56 0.48 6.35 225+ 
0.65 0.53 0.47 0.42 7.69 225+ 
'\ 
.) 
0.66 0.61 0.55 0.50 7. 31 225+ 




6.88 225+ :J 0.71 0.55 0.49 0.44 ) 1. 24 0.99 0.90 0.91 4.30 225+ 
0.84 0.80 0. 72 0.66 5.97 203. ..... 
1. 16 1 .06 0.88 0. 74 4.55 210. 
( 
-1 
1. 12 1.04 0.94 0.87 
_.528.000 0.99 0.92 0.82 0. 75 
\ ,('.530. 000 1. 42 1. 34 1. 19 1.09 
'-"<. 531.000 1. 87 1. 77 1. 59 1. 48 1. 58 1. 51 1. 39 1. 31 3.79 112. 




* * * * 
.. 
* 
.. .. .. 
* 





* * * * * * * 
N/E 0.37 2.09 0.37 1.06 1. 37 0.95 0.81 0. 70 0. 11 0.103 5.39 3.92 208. 60. 60. 
S/W 0.42 2.89 0.58 1.02 1. 37 0.91 0. 78 0.67 0. 12 0. 113 5.85 4.60 209. 80. 80. 







TESTED AVE.SR AVE.SOIL K 
* 
